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A simple model for the resonant vibrational excitation of a molecule by electron impact is pro-
posed in which the potential curves of the electronic states of the molecule and its resonant anion are
replaced by those of linear harmonic oscillators of arbitrary frequencies and equilibrium internuclear
separations. A closed-form expression for the excitation amplitude is derived. Useful recursion rela-
tions among amplitudes are obtained which allow convenient evaluation of cross sections for any in-
elastic or superelastic vibrational transition. The model is used to generate the cross sections for vi-
brational excitation of Liz and N2 by the impact of low-energy electrons.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been well established that the phenomenon of vi-
brational excitation of a molecule by electron impact is
dominated by resonance formation. ' The direct (or non-
resonant) contribution, which is quite important for the
elastic scattering of electrons by a molecule, to the vibra-
tional excitation is usually small. For example, the spec-
tacular peaks in the cross sections for vibrational excita-
tion of molecular nitrogen can be satisfactorily reproduced
only by using a proper resonance model. The purpose of
this paper is to present a closed-form expression for the
resonant contribution to the amplitude for vibrational ex-
citation of a molecule by electron impact using a simple
model. Furthermore, some useful recursion relations
among the excitation amplitudes will be obtained which
will permit a rapid evaluation of the resonant contribution
to the cross sections for any inelastic or superelastic vibra-
tional transition in a molecule.
In the model that we are proposing here, the potential
curves of the electronic state of the molecule and of the
resonant anion state are replaced by those of two simple
harmonic oscillators of arbitrary frequencies, curvatures,
and equilibrium internuclear separations. Moreover, the
two oscillators have arbitrary energy separation. A simi-
lar (but not identical) model has been used in the past by
other investigators ' for vibrational excitation of a mole-
cule by an electron. In these previous investigations the
two linear harmonic oscillators were taken to have the
same frequency. Also, a simple recursion relation among
excitation amplitudes was obtained previously and was
valid only for the inelastic transitions. The results in the
present paper represent a generalization of the previous
results and indeed reduce to those previous results for the
case of equal frequency oscillators.
Finally, the results of the present paper are used to ob-
tain the cross sections for vibrational excitation of Li2 and
N2 by electron impact. The model can successfully gen-
I
crate the experimentally observed peaks in the cross sec-
tions for nitrogen and predicts the excitation cross sec-
tions for lithium dimers.
II. VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION AMPLITUDE
In the process of vibrational excitation, a molecule AB,
initially in the vibrational level m, undergoes a transition
under the impact of an electron of energy a=A k; /2m„
to the final vibrational level n, leaving behind an electron
with energy cf —A kf/2m, . This process,
e(k;)+AB(m)~AB ~e(kf)+AB(n),
proceeds via the formation of an intermediate resonant
state AB, whose nuclear wave function g'(R), in the
local-width approximation, satisfies (in atomic units),
[T,+ V +b, (R) —il (R)/2 Eg(R)—
= —[I /(27r)]' 'X (R) .
Here, V (R) is the real part of the potential curve of the
anion state AB . b, (R) and I (R) are, respectively, the
level shift and the resonance width. T~ is the nuclear ki-
netic energy, and X (R) is the nuclear wave function of
the initial rotationless vibrational level of AB. E is the to-
tal energy of the system, that is, E =c.+E, E„being the
initial vibrational energy of the target molecule. If X„(R)
is the wave function of the final vibrational level of the
molecule, the amplitude for vibrational excitation via reso-
nance formation is'
A (m ~n;E) =B(n
~
[I (R)/(2tr)]'
~
g(R) ),
where B = 4tr /(k;kf )' . F—or brevity, we are using the
bra and ket notation to denote the various vibrational
wave functions of the molecule, namely, X (R)= (R
~
m )
and X„(R)= ( R n ) . Using Eq. (1) and introducing a
complete set of vibrational wave functions ((R
~
v)) of the
anion state, the transition amplitude can be written as
A (m ~n;e)= Bg (n
~
[I (R)/2t—r]' [E +h(R) —il (R)/2 E) '
~
v))((v
~
[I (R)/2m]' —
~
m ),
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where the sum over v includes integration over the contin-
uum nuclear functions of the resonant anion electronic
state. E is the energy of the vth vibrational level of the
anion. In what follows, we will consistently use the dou-
blet ket notation (such as v») to denote the vibrational
wave functions of the resonant state and a single ket nota-
tion (such as m & or
i
n & ) to denote the vibrational wave
functions of the neutral target state. Now, if the width I
and the level shift 6, which in general are energy depen-
dent, are taken to be independent of the internuclear sepa-
ration R and energy c., then Eq. (3) can be written as
1/2r'
A (m~n;e)= 2n-
k;kf
&. iv»«vim&
E —E +i I /2 —6
A (m~n;e)=— 2~ I
k;kf
a (m~n;e), (Sa)
where
a (m~n;e) = &n i v»((v im& (Sb)
and Q =[E—5E+mco+(co —cp )/2 —6+II /2]/co
6E is defined in Fig. 1. Either one of the two overlap in-
(4)
Note that (n
i
v» and ((v
i
m & are essentially the
Franck-Condon overlap integrals between the vibrational
levels of the initial electronic state of the target and those
of the resonant anion state.
Now we introduce a simple model in which the poten-
tial curves of the initial electronic state of the target and
the resonant anion state are taken to be those of simple
linear harmonic oscillators of frequencies co and co, re-
spectively. r is the separation between the equilibrium in-
ternuclear positions of the two oscillators. Figure 1 shows
the two potential curves and their relative geometry. The
overlap integrals, along with useful recursion relations, be-
tween vibrational levels of two off-center linear harmonic
oscillators of different frequencies have been worked out
in detail. For the case of linear oscillators, Eq. (4) for the
vibrational transition amplitude becomes
1/2
CS
C
lLl
EQ
C
0
G
Internuclear Separation
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the potential energy
curves of the molecule AB and its resonant anion AB by linear
harmonic oscillators.
tegrals appearing in Eq. (Sb) can be written in a closed
form as a finite sum. Evaluation of a (m~n;e) will then
involve two finite sums and an infinite sum. As we will
show now, a (m~n;E) can be alternatively obtained, us-
ing the recursion relations which will be derived below,
from the mere knowledge of a (0~0;e) and a (0~1;e).
Furthermore, a (0~0;E) and a (0~1;e) can each be writ-
ten as simple one-dimensional integrals which can be eval-
uated rapidly on a computer for any electron impact ener-
gy c.. To begin with, we define a few convenient relations:
a)p= f1/(tul' ), ix =coco /[cop(co —co )]
CO+ CO
p = cp co /[cop(cp —co )]
where p is the reduced mass of the nuclei in the molecule
AB. Now the Franck-Condon overlap integral (m
i
v»,
using the two-center harmonic oscillator wave functions,
1s
where
2(cpco ) '
1/2
—COCO
exp
2cop(co+co )
[m, v] m( m
i
v » + (2m + vm Iv() —I/2 g ~(v —k)/2( )/)(m —k)/2( 1 ~2)k/2k IH (& )H ( P)2kk=0 (7)
H are the Hermite polynomials and [m, v] denotes the smaller of the two integers m and v. Substituting Eq. (7) into
Eq. (S) and interchanging the order of the sums, one obtains
m m
a (m ~n .e) +2(2m +nm In I) —) /2 g ~ —k/2( ~ )(m —k)/2(1 y2)k/2k )2kH k ((I)k=0
n
X y y I/ ( —y)(~ ()/ (1—1, ))/ 1)2H (~)
I =0
X g k I y'[2'v!( g —v) ] 'H k ( P)H (( —P), —
v= I k, l I
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where Ik, l j denotes the larger of the two integers k and l. Using Eq. (A4), a (m~n;e) can be written as
m
a(m n' e)=N (2 +"m(n') ' g y ( —y)' "' (1 —y ) H (a)k=0
where
x g
tt =0
k
l1
—l/2( )(n —l)/2(1 2)l/2H
.
~
—
—0 . . v= —P
A oo(x,y),
(9)
y'H, (x)H, (y )
Aoo(x, y)= g
0 2'v!(Q —v) (10)
On using the integral representation,
exp i —v t dt =
0
Img )0
and the bilinear generating function for the Hermite polynomials, Eq. (A3), Aoo(x, y) can be rewritten as
r
d t z ~ + ' y (x —2xyz /y +y )A 00(x,y) = i—, , exp(z —y')' —Z (12)
2P'y
Z +y
Here, for convenience, we have introduced z =exp(it). Now the derivatives in Eq. (9) can be carried out explicitly and
using Eqs. (12) and (A2), we find
r k
a a dt z~+'
A oo(x,y) = —i, expBx
.=-0 By =-0 0 (z2 y2)1/2
[k, 1]
x g
p=0
p
2yz
2 2 ' ( 2 2)1/2
1/2
I +1—2p
1/2
p'
z+y H, ,
—
P''
z+y (13)
one obtains
p2yz
Z
P'
Q+1
a (m~n;E)= —iN (2 m+!n!)2 m+n —1/2 m dtZ exp()(z2y2)1 /2
Substituting from Eq. (13) into Eq. (9) and interchanging the sums again,
2p2 [mn],
z +y'
m
x g
k=p
k
( )(m
—k)/2
p.
k/2
y2 H k(a) (z —y )
'k —p
Hk
~
— p
z+y
1/2
n
x g
I =p
t'/2
)(n —l)/2 y H ( ) VP. ' y ( 2 2)1/2
(t —p
H, , !— P'
'
.
Z+y
1/2
(14)
p2
2 +"rn!n!
(m +n —2p)/2
y(1 —z )
2 2Z —y
p
f dtz&+' 2P2yexp( 2 — 2)1/2 z 1
—yz
Z —y
1/2
Finally, using Eq. (A5) twice to carry out the k and I sums and then applying Eq. (A6), the final result is obtained:
—iBN
1/2 [m, n] m
A (m~n;e)= p t2P
&& ~m+ n —2p
2 (z —1)(z —y)a (z + 1)(z +y)
Equation (15) reduces to a single term for the case in which either m or n is zero. For example, the two important spe-
cial cases, A (0~0;e) and A (0~ 1;E), are
iBN I dtz~+' —2P yA (0~0;e = exp2' ~ 0 (z' —y') '/' z +y (16)
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ia—X'r dt z+' 2p')
A 0~1;s = exp
2co m. o (z' y') '/' z +y
(1—y )co
2' p
For the case in which both m and n are equal to one, we obtain
aX r'drz&+' 2p 1/I 1~1;e)= exp4' 7r o (z y )' z+y z(1
—y')
z+y
co (z —1)
+
z —y zcoo(z +y) (18)
From these amplitudes [Eqs. (16) through (18)], and from the recursion relations to be derived below, the entire matrix
for vibrational excitation amplitudes can be obtained (see Sec. III).
For the case in which the oscillator frequencies of both the neutral state and the resonant state are the same (that is,
co=co ), the integral in Eq. (15) can be carried out. The resulting expression for the vibrational amplitude in this case
becomes
/I (m ~n;E)—= [m ~l m n pI
~2co(m!n! ) '
I (p —Q)I (m + n —2p + 1)
I (m +n —p —Q+1)
&(cIi(p —Q, m +n —Q —p + I;co/(2coo)) . (19)
Here, N is the confluent hypergeometric function. This expression was obtained earlier for the case m =0 and n arbi-
trary by Golubkov et aI. , and in the alternative form of continued fractions for the case m =n =0 by Domcke and
Cederbaum.
III. RECURSION RELATIONS
For the special case in which the frequencies of the two oscillators are equal (co=co ), a three-term recursion relation
among the vibrational amplitudes was derived by Domcke and Cederbaum. More general recursion relations among the
amplitudes, for the case in which the oscillator frequencies are not the same (co&co ), are obtained below. The recursion
relation of Domcke and Cederbaum is a special case of these general recursion relations.
The vibrational amplitude can be written as a sum of Franck-Condon overlap integrals as in Eq. (4) if the width and
the level shift are taken to be independent of R. Recursion relations among these Franck-Condon integrals have been
obtained previously ' and can be written as
(n +1)' (co+co )(n +1
l
v+1)) —2[coco (v+1)]' (n
l
v))
+n '/ (co —co)(n —1
l
v+1)) —co (2'/coo)—/ (n
l
v+1» =0 (20)
[2( +1)]'"(
l
+1))=
2&co
' 1/2 1/2
(co+co )(n —»» — (co —co )(n +1
l
v))n+1
2coco
COO
1/2
(n lv» . (21)
Using Eq. (21), the terms containing
l
v+1)) in Eq. (20) can be eliminated, resulting in a five-term recursion relation in
which the index v stays constant. Thus,
[2n (co +co ) —4coco (v+ 1)+(co+co ) +2coco / )c(oon
l
v))
—2co (2 co/co)o' /[(n +1)' (n +1 v)) +n ' (n —1
l v))]
—(co co )I [(—n +1)(n +2)]' (n +2
l
v))+[n (n —1)]'/ (n —2
l
v)) I =0 . (22)
Equation (22) can be used to obtain recursion relations for the vibrational excitation amplitudes. Multiply Eq. (22) by(m
l
v))/(Q —v) and sum over v to get
2 2g (m l v))(n l v)) 2n(co +co )+4coco (Q —v) —4coco (Q+ I)+(co+co ) +
v=p Q)p
2 2')
COO
1/2
(n +1 i/2 (m l v))((vl n +I& i/2+n
—vv=p v=p
(m
l
v»((v
l
n —1&
(m
l
v))((v
l
n+2) i/p(m l v))((v l n2)
.=o Q —V .=o Q —v
(23)
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where 4coco Q has been added and subtracted in the numerator of the first term. This first term can be rewritten as
2 2g (m ~ v))((v ~ n ) 2n(co +co )+4coco (Q —v) —4coco (Q+I)+(co+co ) +
COp
2n (co +co ) —4coco (Q+1)+(co+co ) + +4coco y (m ~ v))((v~ n) .
cop p Q —v
(24)
Using the completeness relation on the second term in Eq. (24) and using Eq. (5) we obtain the following recursion rela-
tion:
2
2n(co +co ) —4coco (Q+ I)+(co+co ) +2 2 2 2' co
COp
a (m~n; E) +4coco 6
—2co~ (2co/cop)'~~[(n +1)'~ a (m~n + I; s) +n' a (m~n —I;c)]
—(co —co )[[(n +1)(n +2)]' a (m ~n +2;e)+ [n (n —1)]' a (m~n —2;e)] =0 . (25)
Note that in this five-term recursion relation among vibrational excitation amplitudes, the initial vibrational level m
and the incident electron energy c is fixed in each term. This, of course, implies that the total energy F. =c+F is the
same in each term as it should be. It is possible to obtain an alternative recursion relation among the amplitudes in
which the final vibrational level n is fixed in each term. Such a relationship can be obtained by replacing n by m in Eq.
(22), multiplying the resulting equation by (n v)) /(Q —v), and summing over v. Additional care must be taken in this
case because the factor Q in the denominator contains m. The resulting recursion relation is
2
2m (co +co ) —4coco (Q+1)+(co+co ) +2 2 2 2' co
Q)p
a (m ~n; c ) + 4coco 5
—2co (2co/cop)' [(m+1)' a(m+ l~n;s —co)+m' a(m —l~n;8+co)]
—(co —co )I [(m +1)(m +2)]'~ a (m +2~n;E —2co)+[m (m —I)]'~ a (m —2~n;s+2co) I =0 . (26)
Note that the initial vibrational level m is different in
various terms but the final level n is fixed. Furthermore,
the incident electron energy is different, although the total
energy E is the same in each term of the recursion rela-
tion.
The principle of detailed balancing relates the ampli-
tude of the m-to-n transition to the amplitude of the n-to-
m transition, albeit at different incident electron energy
(but at the same total energy), as
3 (m~n;E)= A(n ~m;c. +(m —n}co) . (27)
It is easy to see that Eq. (27) also follows from Eq. (5) al-
most by inspection.
From the mere knowledge of the two vibrational ampli-
tudes, 2 (0~0;E) and A (0~1;c) at all energies, and us-
ing the recursion relation of Eq. (25), the entire first row
(m =0) of the vibrational amplitude matrix can be ob-
tained. Equation (27) can then be applied to obtain the
first column (n =0). With the additional knowledge of
3 (1~1;E), the next row (or column) can be obtained us-
ing Eq. (25) [or Eq. (26)]. Here, it should be noted that
there are two alternative methods for completing the am-
plitude matrix. First, the rows and columns of the entire
matrix can be obtained by successive use of the recursion
relations of Eqs. (25) and (26). Second, using the princi-
ple of detailed balancing, Eq. (27), each column (or row)
can be obtained from its corresponding row (or column).
Thus only half of the matrix needs to be built up via the
recursion relations.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the preceding sections we have obtained a summa-
tion expression, Eq. (5), and an integral expression, Eq.
(15}, for the amplitude for resonant vibrational excitation
of a molecule. Useful five-term recursion relations among
these amplitudes are obtained in Eqs. (25) and (26) which,
from a mere knowledge of amplitudes for transitions to
only three low-lying levels, would permit a rapid evalua-
tion of vibrational excitation cross sections for any transi-
tion, inelastic or superelastic, for any molecule.
The summation expression of Eq. (5) proved to be more
useful than the integral expressions of Eqs. (16) and (17)
when used for evaluation of the amplitudes. This is be-
cause the integrands in Eqs. (16) and (17) for 3 (0~0;E)
and A (0~ I;E) are rapidly oscillating and require a
prohibitive number of evaluations in order to obtain
su%cient accuracy to be used with the recursion relations.
The summation expression, Eq. (5), on the other hand,
achieves similar accuracy after typically including only 25
terms in the sum, and is to be preferred numerically. Al-
though the integral expression may not appear useful nu-
merically, it can be seen from Eq. (9} that if App(x, y)
could be evaluated analytically, then all of the higher-
order transition amplitudes can be determined exactly by
merely taking derivatives of App. The recursion relations,
Eqs. (25) and (26), can be used for generating the ampli-
tudes for excitation of higher vibrational levels if
a (0~0;E), a(0~1;c), and a (1~1;E) are known either
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TABLE I. Potential curve parameters in atomic units. The
numbers in square brackets represent powers of ten.
Parameter Li2
1.5983[—3]
1.0519[—3]
8.0623[—1]
6.426[+ 3]
9.4979[—3]
2.273[—3]
N2
1.073[—2]
8.82[—3]
1.638[—1]
1.2852[ + 4]
7.38699[—2]
6.5[—3]
exponents of the CI wave functions from the variationally
stable region into the autodetaching region. This pro-
cedure yields estimates of the matrix elements coupling
the discrete resonant state and the continuum states
which, in turn, are related to the resonance width via
Fermi's golden rule. In the present calculations, I (Ro),
where Rp is the equilibrium internuclear separation of Liz,
is taken as the constant width of the resonant state of
Li2 . The values of the parameters co, co, and 6E for the
molecular nitrogen system are taken from the ab initio
calculations as listed in Ref. 11. The parameters r and I
were adjusted by starting from the initial values of Golub-
kov et al. , such that the calculated vibrational excitation
cross sections agreed as best with the experimental values
as possible.
Figure 2 shows the cross sections for vibrational excita-
tion of Li~ by the impact of low-energy electrons. Molec-
ular lithium is isovalent with molecular hydrogen and is
known to exhibit characteristics similar to those of molec-
ular hydrogen in regard to the process of dissociative at-
tachment, which is another resonant process. ' The
lowest resonant state of Liq is the 3 X~+ state. In the
case of molecular hydrogen it is known' that the contri-
bution of the Xg+ resonant state to the vibrational excita-
tion cross sections shows a structureless peak for any in-
elastic transition. It is thus not surprising, based on the
similarities between Li2 and H2, that the inelastic excita-
tion cross sections for Li2 as shown in Fig. 2 are also al-
most structureless. All of the cross sections show only
one peak, and the location of the peak is roughly the same
for all transitions. Also, there is the possible development
of a second peak in the higher-order transitions
[A (0~4;E) and A (0~5;E)]. Figure 3 shows the cross
sections for the vibrational excitation of molecular nitro-
gen by the impact of low-energy electrons dominated by
the Hg resonance of N2 . Because of the boomerang na-
ture of this resonance, the vibrational excitation cross sec-
tions exhibit a series of spectacular peaks. It is to be no-
ticed that the present model can successfully account for
occurrence and locations of these peaks in the cross sec-
tions for low-lying transitions. The present model is not
expected to reproduce the cross sections for excitations to
higher vibrational levels' due to the eff'ects of anharmoni-
city.
The assumption of constant I in the present calcula-
tions is made for convenience only. Even if I depends on
the internuclear separation R in some simple analytical
manner, it might be possible to carry out the two-center
harmonic-oscillator matrix elements analytically. At first
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APPENDIX
Some of the useful properties of Hermite polynomials
that have been used in various derivations are collected
here. From the linear generating function of Hermite po-
lynomials,
g H„(x)t"/n!=exp( —t +2xt),
n=p
(AI)
the following representation for Hermite polynomials is
obtained:
H„(B/A)=A "(B/Bt)", exp( —A t +2Bt) . (A2)
The bilinear generating function of Hermite polynomials
1s
( 1 z)1/2expy2 ( —zx)
1 —z
H„(x)H„(y)z"
p 2'n t
(A3)
The derivatives of the Hermite polynomials are given by
H„(x)=2nH„~(x) .d (A4)
A couple of useful sums of these polynomials are
sight, the assumption of constant I may appear quite
drastic since in the case of Nq it has been well estab-
lished, " using the boomerang model, that features of the
excitation cross sections are best obtained when the reso-
nance width is taken as a decreasing function of the inter-
nuclear separation. Then, a strong interference between
the single incident and a single rejected nuclear wave
packet leads to peaks in the vibrational excitation cross
sections of N2 which shift to larger energies for excitation
to higher levels. However, since the present model is ex-
pected to be accurate only for low-lying vibrational levels,
the convenient (but not necessary) assumption of constant
I is reasonable. Furthermore, since all of the results are
analytic, it is hoped that the present model with recursion
relations could be useful for calculations of excitation
cross sections in polyatomic molecules for which ab initio
calculations are relatively tedious.
Finally, we comment on the applicability of the present
model for obtaining resonant contributions to the vibra-
tional excitation of a molecule. The starting point of the
present model is the local equation, Eq. (1), which implies
that the model is valid for energies not too close to the
threshold. Use of a harmonic oscillator to represent the
potential curves implies that the present model would
work best for obtaining cross sections for vibrational tran-
sitions among low-lying levels only. For transitions to
higher vibrational levels where the eAects of anharmonici-
ty become important, a similar useful model using Morse
oscillators could possibly be developed.
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[m, n] m n
p!g~H ~(x)H„~(x)= [m, n] m n p!(2+g)~H +„2~(x) . (A6)
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